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SUMMER 2022 EDITION

Systems Administrators Spotlighted
July 28 is Systems Administrators Day, and we’re showing them

CSAM Preview

some love with a summer-time bundle that includes:
• Click Thinking Express

October is Cyber Security Awareness Month, and while it may seem a

New modules on Incident Response, Insider Threats and

long way off we’re deep into planning an extraordinary content bundle.

other topics that put information security in perspective.

This year’s theme is: it’s easy to stay safe online, To support it we’ll

• Summer Cyber & Personal Security Tips Infographic
Tips for avoiding summer scams and other cyber risks while

have new modules on topics such as multi-factor authentication, strong
passwords and more.

traveling with your devices.
Our next benchmarking campaign will also take place in October.
Whether you plan to vacation near home, abroad or simply
sneak in a few day trips, we’ll help your employees stay safe this
summer. And that goes for systems administrators, too!

This free opportunity to compare your organization’s click rate to
other clients and industries is an excellent way to assess your overall
information security awareness stance. Watch for details in our next
Click Thinking that drops in September or contact Barracuda Support.

Disclosures Just Got Easier

MAKE THE MOST OF OUR RESOURCES

We’re pleased to announce that we’ve hard-wired the brand
disclosure to all landing pages, making it easier for you to create
believable simulated phishing campaigns. This means:

Looking for new ways to train or put your own spin on Cyber
Security Awareness Month? Check out the resources on Barracuda

• No more manually adding the disclosure to emails.

Campus where you’ll find the latest training content, archived

• The updated disclosure will now appear on all landing pages.

Click Thinking bundles and more. It’s everything you need to

• More convincing phishing email simulations.

make information security a hot topic this summer and beyond!

This disclosure is no longer needed on emails using brand names:
This content is neither endorsed, nor sponsored, nor affiliated with (Brand Name).
(Brand Name) is the registered owner of logos and trademarks. This content is for
educational purposes only.

Technical Support and Product Training
North America 1 408 342 5300

This disclosure will now automatically appear on all landing pages:
This content is neither endorsed, nor sponsored, nor affiliated with the rightsholder(s)
represented herein. Any trademarks, logos, or copyrighted material is the property of
the registered owner. This content is for educational purposes only. In addition, this
website is a component of a Security Awareness Training solution provided by Barracuda
Networks, Inc. on behalf of [Customer Name] More information (links to Campus)
Note: the Customer Name field is dynamically generated for each customer.
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